Frequency band training
Frequency band training uses the wave patterns known from the EEG
(see figure on page 13). Certain symptoms can often be attributed to
changes in frequency. With frequency band training, a normal frequency can be achieved. Studies have shown that this training of certain
frequencies led to a significant reduction in symptoms. Many successful
neurofeedback therapists prepare their clients with SCP training for a
successive frequency band training.
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SCP‘s are slow potentials of the brain current curve. They are the
momentary result of an unstable balance between excitation (negativation) and inhibition (positivation). The aim of SCP training is to consciously induce states of attention or relaxation. The processing of information
in the corresponding networks in the brain should expand. If the training
is successful, the self-regulation abilities improve. SCP training can also
be helpful in improving a client‘s willingness to engage in therapy and
thus provides opportunities for further interventions.
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Sleep
The role of sleep as the basis of our motivation is
becoming increasingly important. Problems with
falling asleep or sleeping can be treated successfully
with SMR and SCP training.

When it comes to migraines and epilepsy researchers assume a lack of inhibition in the self-regulating
mechanisms of the brain. Participants with either
disorder were able to benefit from SCP training in
studies, which resulted in a reduction in the number
of seizures.
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A central element in addictions is a disturbed self-regulation ability. Therapists who have carried out SCP
training as part of addiction treatment report good
results in terms of their patient’s severity of addiction.
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The latest German S3 guideline on AD(H)D recommends the protocols SCP, SMR and Theta/Beta for
neurofeedback treatment. These three protocols
have been linked in numerous studies to symptom
improvements in ADD/ADHD.
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Are you unsure whether bio- or neurofeedback fits into your practice? We would be happy to advise you!
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